Sanchi India’s first solar city

**DESPON, KANPUR, INDIA**

Sanchi, the architectural marvel that witnessed the birth of Buddhism, will now illuminate the modern age with solar power. The Madhya Pradesh government recently announced plans to convert the ancient city into the country’s first solar city. The initiative aims to harness the power of solar energy to meet the city’s electricity demands and promote sustainable living.

The initiative is part of the larger vision to make India a solar power superpower, with the government setting a target of installing 450 GW of solar capacity by 2030. Sanchi’s solar city project is expected to not only contribute to this national goal but also serve as a model for other historical sites across the country.
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**DEPAN, KANPUR, INDIA**

The famous Buddhist stupa of Mahabodhi Temple in Bihar’s Gaya district will now be illuminated by solar power. The stupa, originally built by the Mauryan Emperor Ashoka, is considered a significant religious site and a UNESCO World Heritage site. The plan to light up the stupa with solar power is expected to not only enhance the site’s visibility but also reduce its environmental impact.

The stupa, located in the heart of the Mahabodhi complex, is a focal point for Buddhist pilgrims from around the world. By converting the iconic site to solar lighting, the authorities aim to make it more accessible and attractive to visitors while minimizing its carbon footprint.

**Tanweer Ahmed**

**THE ECONOMIST**

**DEPAN, KANPUR, INDIA**

The ancient city of Sanchi, known for its magnificent Buddhist stupa, has embarked on a journey to become India’s first solar city. The project, spearheaded by the Madhya Pradesh government, seeks to harness the power of solar energy to meet the city’s electricity needs.

The initiative is part of the government’s broader vision to make India a global leader in solar power with a target of 450 GW by 2030. If successful, Sanchi’s transition to a solar city could set a precedent for other historical sites in the country, promoting sustainable tourism and heritage conservation.

**Tanweer Ahmed**
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**Pb CM Announces Amritsar as a Wedding Destination, Unveils Plans for a Film City**

Chandigarh: Chief Minister Captain Amarinder Singh on Monday announced Amritsar as a prestigious wedding destination and unveiled plans for a Film City in the city. This move is aimed at boosting the tourism industry and creating a hassle-free environment for industrialists to invest in Punjab.

**Tourism Summit**

The Chief Minister said that the tourism sector is a significant source of income generation for the state. He emphasized that Punjab's geographical advantage, as travel is relatively easier, and its historical significance make it a potential hotspot for tourists seeking a serene experience.

**Film City**

A Cinematic Revolution: Punjab’s Film City project is a move to boost the entertainment industry and attract film industries for shoots in Punjab. It will provide a platform for local talents and promote the establishment of a state-of-the-art film city. This initiative is part of the Film City project, which was launched in Chandigarh. The government is actively preparing the site and planning to attract film industries from around the world.

**Saragarhi Memorial**

A Cinematic Homage: Captain Amarinder Singh, addressing the gathering, highlighted how the Saragarhi Battle is a significant event in the history of Punjab. He announced the inauguration of a Film City in Amritsar to celebrate the 120th anniversary of Saragarhi, which is the battle of Punjab.

Inauguration:

Inauguration of the Film City was conducted in Chandigarh, attended by various officials and stakeholders. The Chief Minister and other dignitaries were present at the event. They expressed their excitement and support for the project, which is expected to bring significant benefits to the local economy and create job opportunities.
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Unlocking MSME potential with G20

G20’s trade and finance synergy can fortify India’s economic backbone. It can help MSMEs plug into global supply chains and tap international markets.

The two-day G20 Summit in New Delhi has endeared and enthused India. Some believe it is a new beginning for India and the world. This belief is not unfounded. Like the 2019 G-20 Summit in Osaka, the 2023 summit coincided with a significant milestone in global diplomacy and cooperation as leaders from the world’s major economies met in New Delhi to address global challenges and explore new opportunities for collaboration. The discussions revolved around topics such as climate change, economic growth, and financial stability.

The G20summit is a significant forum for global leaders to address common challenges and find solutions. It is a platform where nations come together to discuss issues of mutual interest and work towards a more inclusive and sustainable future. The summit is particularly significant for India, as it represents the country’s growing influence in the global economy and its commitment to sustainable development.

India’s participation in the G20 summit signifies its growing role as a global player. The country has made significant strides in recent years, particularly in the areas of agriculture, manufacturing, and services. These sectors have contributed to India’s rapid economic growth and have positioned the country as a major player in the global economy.

India’s presence at the G20 summit also highlights its commitment to sustainable development. The country has made significant investments in renewable energy, green technology, and other environmentally friendly technologies. These initiatives are aimed at reducing India’s carbon footprint and promoting a more sustainable future for the country and the world.

The G20 summit also presents an opportunity for India to strengthen its relationships with other countries and deepen its trade and investment ties. India’s participation in the G20 summit is a testament to the country’s growing influence in the global economy and its commitment to sustainable development. India’s presence at the G20 summit signifies its growing role as a global player, and the country is well positioned to make significant contributions to the global economy and society.
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Swara Vignyan is an ancient technique which offers mental clarity and spiritual growth.
Kim Jong Un on way to Russia to meet Putin

RUSSELL A MOKHER

Russia's Central Election Commission said on Monday that judging from early results, the ruling party won the most votes in occupied Ukrainian regions, as Kyiv and Moscow seek to buttress their cooperation in the face of US-led sanctions.

The vote holds as a test of both countries' attempts to tighten their cooperation for the past three years amid the conflict in eastern Ukraine.

Based on data collated by the commission, the United Russia party won the most votes in four regions of the Donbas, eastern Ukraine, according to the commission.

The region's three elections held in occupied parts of eastern Ukraine.

On Friday, Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelenskiy said the country would seek to intensify its cooperation with Russia over key issues such as energy, transport and trade.

In exchange, Moscow could continue to offer economic assistance to Ukraine.

China to join Russia in strengthening cooperation with Ukraine.

While Zelenskiy has repeatedly vowed to work with Russia to bring about a peaceful resolution to the war in eastern Ukraine, the Ukrainian president's approach has been met with skepticism by Western allies.

The vote was held as the conflict in eastern Ukraine, which erupted in 2014, dragged on into its seventh year.

It has sparked Western concerns that Moscow and Beijing may seek to deepen their cooperation in the face of US-led sanctions.

Attempts to hold the vote in areas controlled by separatists have been thwarted by the conflict and the vote's legitimacy has been questioned.

Lebanon (AP) - Israeli Foreign Minister Yair Livni said Monday that a UN-sponsored resolution to end the conflict in Lebanon must be adopted by the end of this month.

"The resolution must be adopted by the end of this month," Livni said in a press conference following a meeting with UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in the southern Lebanese town of Saida.

"The resolution must be adopted by the end of this month," Livni said in a press conference following a meeting with UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in the southern Lebanese town of Saida.

The resolution includes a demand for a binding commitment by all parties to the conflict to abide by international law, including the 1973 U.N. resolution on Lebanon, Livni said.

Otheruna Under the resolution, the Lebanese government would have to ensure the withdrawal of all foreign military forces from Lebanese territory and the dismantling of all armed groups in the country.

The resolution also calls for the protection of civilians and the reconstruction of infrastructure in areas affected by the conflict.

Livni said the resolution is "a key step" in the way forward to a peaceful resolution of the conflict.

The resolution was adopted by the UN Security Council in November 2006.

The resolution was adopted by the UN Security Council in November 2006.

Europe's economic outlook worsens

On Friday, the European Commission lowered its forecast for the eurozone economy in 2019, warning of a potential slowdown in growth.

The commission said the eurozone economy was expected to grow by 1.4% this year, down from its previous forecast of 1.9%.

The commission also lowered its forecast for growth in the second half of the year to 1.1% from 1.6%.

The commission said the slowdown was due to a number of factors, including the ongoing trade war between the United States and China.

"The slowdown is due to several factors, including the ongoing trade war between the United States and China," spokesperson Bas van Cleeve said in a statement.

"The trade war has put pressure on global trade and investment, which has led to a slowdown in economic growth," van Cleeve said.

The commission also forecasted a slowdown in growth in the eurozone's key economies, including Germany, Italy, and France.
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Railway companies were called upon to implement emergency measures to prevent the spread of the virus, including the temporary closure of some stations and the suspension of some services.

Meanwhile, the European Commission announced a €100 million aid package to help countries facing the crisis.

The commission said the aid package would be used to support the recovery of economies and help the most vulnerable groups.

"The aid package will support the recovery of economies and help the most vulnerable groups," spokesperson Bas van Cleeve said in a statement.

"We are confident that this aid package will help to mitigate the impact of the crisis on the eurozone economy," van Cleeve said.
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Chandigarh Mayor unveils Logo for Chandigarh Challenger’s Phir se for ISL 2.0

Chandigarh: Representing the city of Chandigarh in ISL 2.0, the Municipal Corporation Chandigarh on Monday unveiled the official logo for the second season of the Indian Swachhata League (ISL 2.0), organized under the banner of ‘Swachhata Hi Sewa’. The logo, unveiled by the Mayor Anup Gupta and Municipal Commissioner Anindita Mitra, in the presence of other Municipal Corporation senior officers, signifies the Corporation’s commitment to cleanliness and the spirit of the Swachhata Hi Sewa.

World Physiotherapy Day Celebration at TDTR DA V Institute of Physiotherapy

World Physiotherapy Day was celebrated at TDTR DA V Institute of Physiotherapy & Rehabilitation, Yamuna Nagar, by organising Quiz Competition, Poster making competition & Nukkad Natak by the students for general public awareness regarding Physiotherapy on 8th September 2023 in Collaboration with Indian Association of Physiotherapist (IAP) & IAP Women Cell, Yamauna Nagar Branch.

On the occasion of World Physiotherapy Day TDTR DA V Institute of Physiotherapy, Yamuna Nagar along with Indian Association of Physiotherapist (IAP) & IAP Women Cell, Yamuna Nagar Branch had successfully conducted Poster making Competition & Quiz Competition with the theme: ARTHRITIS on 8th September 2023.
Novak Djokovic defeated Daniil Medvedev 6-3, 7-6 (7-5), 6-3 to win his fourth US Open and a record-equalling 24th Grand Slam title, completing a remarkable comeback from a Covid-19 diagnosis.

Djokovic admitted to feeling "a little bit tired" after his victory but said he would "try to replicate that quality of playing" in his next match.

"It's not easy to repeat," he said. "It's not that easy to play like this day in, day out."

Djokovic's achievement has not only cemented his status as one of the greatest tennis players of all time but also set a new benchmark for longevity in the sport.

"It's not easy to repeat," he said. "If I wanted to win the 25th Grand Slam title, I would have to try to replicate that quality of playing."

But Djokovic believes he still has the potential to do so, especially after his performance in this year's US Open.

"I think I can still play at a high level in the next few years," he said. "It's not easy to say how many years, but I want to keep going?

"I want to keep going. I want to win until the end of my career."

Djokovic's victory was particularly significant given the challenges he has faced in recent years, including his loss in the 2019 US Open final and his absence from the 2020 tournament due to a positive Covid-19 test.

But his triumphant return to the US Open, and his subsequent victory over Medvedev, has solidified his status as one of the greatest tennis players in history.
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We should not expect much from Sindhu at Asian Games: Vimal

A semifinal finish at the Cancun World Cup is out of the question, as Sindhu has failed to qualify for the lowly 49th seed in the draw. She would be hoping to make a good showing at the Games, but a place in the semifinals is unlikely.

Ramprakash spins India to open for India

PV BHARAT

Former cricketer Ramprakash was on Sunday appointed as the new India coach, replacing the retiring Ravi Shastri. The 66-year-old Shastri had served as India's head coach for seven years, leading the team to a World Cup win in 2011 and a Test series victory in England in 2016.

Ramprakash, who had played for India in the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, has a wealth of experience in coaching and has been involved in the Indian cricket team's preparation for the upcoming World Cup in India.

Raina said, "I told (James) Finch that if Dwayne Smith was there, he would have been the opening batsman. But while I was open, I was open for the last few overs and the last four overs."

Harris Rauf sidelined due to strain

Pakistan fast bowler Harris Rauf was ruled out of the series against India due to a strain in his right shoulder. The 23-year-old Rauf, who has been in impressive form in the domestic circuit, is expected to return for the third ODI in the series, which is scheduled for Tuesday.

Williamson to lead Kiwis in WC

New Zealand coach Gary Stead has named Tom Blundell as the captain for the upcoming World Cup in India. Blundell, who has been in good form in the domestic circuit, replaces the injured Kane Williamson.

Raina misses out on breaking PT Usha's record by 1/1000th of a second

Dwijendra Nihal's Asian Games bound R维Thapa cram ran along smoothly in qualifying for the elite T20I. Thapa, 39-year-old women's 400m hurdles record holder, was the only Indian to make the final. She would be hoping to do well.

Raina's statement came after he was dropped from the Indian team for the upcoming World Cup. He had been a key player for India in the past, but his omission has raised questions about the selectors' decision.
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